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Special Promotion: Free Product Offer

1. When you purchase ANY product from our website valued at $49.00 or more you receive FREE access to our Members Only Area, which contains hundreds of training games, icebreakers, team builders and other PowerPoint training applications and resources. (Click to see Members Only Video).

Click to see ALL the FREE products you get after your initial purchase from TGI. The payment can be done in the form of cryptocurrency as well. Because crypto payment is considered the easiest and most convenient way by many. At present, Bitcoin and any other crypto can be easily traded via the gemini auto trading platform. It is one of the legit and user-friendly cryptocurrency trading platforms that could be a good choice for beginners as well as experienced traders.

 



		
			Bring your next presentation alive with Training-Games.com


  Fuse exciting, engaging and effective action into your classroom training using PowerPoint using Training-Games.com.  If it’s an Training Game, Buzzer System, Presentation Tool , team builder, or Courseware, you can find it all at Training Games.  

    It’s an ideal and cost effective solution for all trainers, teachers, speakers or presenters searching for creative and innovative ways to hold an audience’s attention and get them involved in the learning process.  

    We design our games in PowerPoint to be totally customizable, remove any learning curve and eliminate any sticky IT issues. We design our games to be used individually, in a meeting, or online through web conferencing. Whether you're using them individually, in a meeting, or during online web conferencing sessions, our games seamlessly adapt to your needs. And speaking of adaptability, we understand the diverse interests within the gaming community. That's why we also offer options for casino and betting games, catering to those seeking a different kind of thrill. For those exploring such avenues, reliable recommendations like 토토추천 can be invaluable, guiding them toward trustworthy platforms for a safe and enjoyable experience.



		
			CLICK HERE to view our Training Games Catalog.

To See Our Video on using our games through web conferencing - CLICK HERE or to go to that web page - CLICK HERE



		
Here are some quick links to our best sellers and new products.
			

		
			     

Quiz Show Premium

Quiz Show Premium is the Jeopardy style quiz show game designed for teachers and trainers. This PowerPoint training game is guaranteed to add fun, engage your learners and improved overall learning retention for every one of your teaching and training programs and is guaranteed to make you “instructor of the year”.  There are 5 different ways to play this game.

     

Top 10 TV Game Show Super Pack

Quiz Shows based on 10 of the most popular TV game shows.  The ultimate variety pack.

      

Answer Champ

The Answer Champ Game is a fantastic and fun way to review classroom questions for any teaching or training program. Challengers (class participants) compete by answering questions in a series of rounds; all trying to advance to the final round and the championship position.

       

Quiz Show Pro

Quiz Show Pro is a value priced version of the Quiz Show Premium.  It still has all the bells and whistles that made it our best seller.

      

InJeopardy Fusion

Have you ever thought that one of the most effective learning aspects of developing a Jeopardy style review game is actually the thought that is given to creating the game questions? What if there was a game in which the players could actually create their own challenging questions. Well now there is, and we call this game InJeopardy Fusion. A time saving, super interactive and fun review game to enhance ANY training program!
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For information on our Affiliate Program, contact [email protected]
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